The continuous investment in R&D have led to a deep restyling in Smipack BP range (sealing bar shrinkwrappers)
and also its separation from the new overlap shrinkwrappers line, the XP series. The restyling is aimed at improving
our machines in terms of:
z
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ergonomics
accessibility
easy to use

The most important changes are:
z
z
z
z
z

operator interface: rotating control panel with a 4.3” graphic display (AR/ARV models are also equipped with a
standard USB port for uploading and downloading data);
important reduction size of the electrical panel;
greater accessibility for service;
AR and ARV/ALV range are equipped with a completely new machine frame, resulting in a significant
improvement in the accessibility of the format change operations;
height reduction of the upper reel holder, in order to ensure that the loading of the products is easier for the
operator (ALV models).

The XP series is the new generation of overlap shrinkwrappers and Smipack has divided it from the historic BP
range to allow the customer to identify this new line immediately. Here, the innovative features of the XP series:
z
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important reduction size of the machine, thanks to a compact design and a new modular frame;
operator interface: rotating control panel with a PC Panel 7” touch screen and standard USB port for
uploading and downloading data;
important reduction size of the electrical panel;
greater accessibility for service;
greater accessibility for the format change operations;
increasing of the models offered in order to meet the multiple needs of customers: to the already existing
machines( ALX in-line infeed and ARX 90°infeed) will add the ASX model, ideal for packing in pre-printed film
pre-formed trays, boxes, and all those products until now packed with BP AS range using neutral film.

Without forgetting.. a more competitive prices!

Next spring will be available new models which will be updated shortly. For more information and details, please
don't hesitate to contact our Sales Department.
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